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PACKED FULL OF MAPS, ACTIVITIES
AND OVER 250 STICKERS

This little armadillo is hiding in every sticker scene, can you find him?
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North America
p45-52

Europe
p37-44

africa p5-12

South America
p53-60
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Contents
These pages will help guide you on your
adventure around the world. Use the stickers
on the final page to decorate this map of the
world and make it your own.

asia
p21-28
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Oceania
p29-36

Antarctica
p13-20
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Travel the WORLD
Antarctica

Africa

In this book, you’ll discover some of the
most amazing places in the world as you
zoom around the globe. You’ll visit each
of the continents, and explore some of
their famous sights. There are scenes to
complete with stickers, puzzles to solve
and pages to decorate!

asia
See the lions in Africa and the icebergs of
Antarctica. Float down a canal in Venice,
and join a crazy carnival party in Brazil.
Catch a wave in Hawaii, trek to Mount
Everest, dive the Great Barrier Reef and
lots more. It’s going to be so much fun!
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There are

more than

1000

Africa
is made up of
diﬀerent
countries.
The biggest
one is Algeria.

54

languages spoken
in Africa.

Giraffes
only sleep for around
30 minutes each
night, and they do it
standing up!
Zzzzzzzzzz!

The Nile in Africa is
the longest river in
the world. It flows for

6,650km
(4,132 miles).

The Sahara
Desert, the world’s
largest hot desert,
is located in Africa.

African elephants
weigh up to
6,000 kg (6.6 tons)
and their ears are
shaped like the
continent of Africa!
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AFRICA

These ancient
wonders were built to
bury Egypt's Kings.
They were filled with
jewels and other
treasures.

Africa is the world’s oldest
continent, the Namib is the
world’s oldest desert and the
Nile is the world’s longest river.
Mount Kilimanjaro is so high
that its peak is covered with
snow, and Victoria Falls is so
powerful it gushes into the
Zambezi River creating a spray
of mist ﬁlled with rainbows.

Maasai tribespeople
have long stretched
earlobes filled with
heavy earrings and
they wear bright
beaded collars.

Jump in a Jeep for a safari, and
you might see lions, elephants,
cheetahs, rhinos and lots more.
One thing’s for sure – Africa is
really wild!

maasai people, Kenya

lemur, madagascar

South Africa's
rugby team is named
after the brown and
white antelope�that
can leap through
the air.
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Ring tailed lemurs
wave their black and
white tails in the air,
like furry flags, to be
seen more easily.

Indian Ocean
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ON SAFARI
Shhh! We’ve arrived at a watering
hole in the Serengeti National
Park. If you’re very quiet, you
might just see some amazing
animals coming to drink and
cool oﬀ.
Use your stickers to complete the
scene and add some wonderful
wildlife. Which animal do you
like best?
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Ancient Egypt
The ancient Egyptians lived thousands of years ago.
They were ruled by kings called pharaohs. Use felt-tip pens
to make these pharaohs’ headresses really royal.
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This pot shows a famous statue called
the Sphinx. It has the head of a human
and the body of a lion and it's one of
the oldest statues in the world.
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